Monitoring the kinetics and performance of yeast membrane ABC transporters by diS-C3(3) fluorescence.
Kinetic features (initial start-up phase, drug pumping velocity and efficiency as dependent on drug concentration and growth phase) of yeast plasma membrane multidrug resistance ABC pumps were studied by monitoring the uptake of the fluorescent potentiometric dye diS-C3(3), which has been found to be expelled from the cells by these pumps. The monitoring was done with Saccharomyces cerevisiae mutants AD1-8 and AD1-3 deleted in different ABC pumps, and in their pump-competent parent strain US50-18C overexpressing transcriptional activators Pdr1p and Pdr3p. On addition to the cells, diS-C3(3) is expelled by the Pdr5p, Yor1p and Snq2p pumps with overlapping substrate specificity. The pump action can be assessed as a difference between the dye uptake curve for pump-competent and pump-deleted cells. The pump-mediated dye efflux, which shows an initial lag of various lengths, maintains a certain residual intracellular dye level. In the absence of external glucose the dye efflux ability of the pumps depends on the growth phase; late exponential and stationary cells can maintain the export for tens of minutes, whereas exponential cells keep up the pump action for limited time periods. This may reflect an insufficient number of pump molecules in the membrane or an effect of insufficient pump energization from endogenous sources. This effect is not mediated by changes in membrane potential because lowered membrane potential caused by inhibition of the plasma membrane H+-ATPase does not affect the pump action.